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The Appointment
The Governors of Shebbear College 
are seeking to appoint a dynamic and 
enthusiastic Head with a clear strategic 
vision and proven leadership qualities.

The Board is now seeking a new Head who:

 ● Has proven success in school leadership;

 ● Is a creative and strategic thinker capable of combining 
academic excellence and commercial probity;

 ● Has strong financial, business and commercial acumen;

 ● Is a team builder with strong interpersonal skills who 
will inspire pupils and teachers to give of their best;

 ● Will be an impressive ambassador for Shebbear 
both in the South West of England and beyond.

About the College
Shebbear College is a co-educational, day and 
boarding School that emphasises Christian values. 
The school has approximately 340 pupils from the 
ages of 3 to 18. Celebrating over 175 years of fine 
education, Shebbear College has an 85 acre rural 
campus in North Devon in South West England.

Shebbear College is highly regarded as an independent 
day and boarding school for girls and boys providing an 
excellent all-round education with a strong reputation 
for pastoral care. The College aims to provide high 
quality education to support each pupil to achieve 
his or her potential through a balanced, flexible and 
challenging curriculum. With superb facilities, all of 
the College’s pupils from Pre-School through to Sixth 
Form, have the opportunity to enjoy an abundance of 
sports and outdoor activities, as well as creative arts, 
music and drama. As well as impressive academic 
results, the College has an excellent reputation for 
a rich and varied extra-curricular programme.

Shebbear College is part of the Methodist Independent 
Schools Trust (MIST). MIST Trustees delegate substantial 
responsibility for the governance and leadership of 
their schools to local governing bodies and school 
leadership teams so that schools benefit from being 
part of a group whilst also enjoying considerable 
local autonomy. The College’s Methodist foundation 
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is an essential ingredient in all aspects of College 
life and the College benefits from easy access to the 
wider resources of the Group whenever required.

Shebbear College believes traditional values strengthen 
an individual’s self-discipline and character providing 
an awareness of the world and others, equipping 
young people for their lives beyond Shebbear. The 
school fosters responsibility, tolerance, commitment 
and respect, both for the individual and for society.

Shebbear’s most recent ISI inspection report in 2017 
confirmed the school meets all requirements of 
compliance. The report builds upon previous good 
reports, which is a testament to the enthusiasm of pupils, 
staff and parents working together to provide excellent 
all round education and a stimulating environment.

In 2018 Shebbear College celebrated its best ever set 
of A Level results, with students achieving a 100% 
pass rate, and the percentage of students achieving 
grades from A*-B in the new linear A Levels was 
well above 60%. At GCSE over 90% of students 
achieved five passes or more (graded 9 to 4).

Shebbear College has strong links with St Petroc’s School, 
which is a Preparatory and Early Years school in nearby 
Bude, for children aged between 3 months and 11 years 
old. There are approximately 120 pupils at St Petroc’s, 
many of whom move on to joining Shebbear after Year 6. 

Similarly to Shebbear, St Petroc’s has strong traditional 
values appreciating individuality, excellent manners 
and behaviour while promoting effort and creativity. 
In May 2018 St Petroc’s received an ‘outstanding’ ISI 
report, and also the ISA National Award for Innovation 
and Partnership. More recently, in November 2018, they 
appeared in the Times Top 100 Prep Schools List. 

There are strong links between St Petroc’s and 
Shebbear, including once a week St Petroc’s Year 
6 head to Shebbear to use the science labs and 
a Shebbear Spanish teacher visits St Petroc’s to 
compliment the languages teaching from Year 2. 
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Methodist Independent 
Schools Trust (MIST)
What is characteristic of all MIST schools is the shared 
Christian/Methodist ethos, which is summarised thus: 

Methodist Schools are inclusive and unpretentious 
communities where individuals are valued, good 
order is respected, relationships cherished, and where 
excellence in its widest sense (academic, extra-
curricular, lifestyle) is pursued. Methodist Schools 
encourage a sense of belonging, seek to improve lives 
and boldly expect the impossible. In Methodist Schools 
educational experiences and activities bring mind 
and heart, intellect and passion together. Methodist 
Schools work in mutually beneficial partnerships 
with each other and the wider Methodist Church. 

The Methodist Ethos (of which a fuller articulation is 
available to candidates on request to the MIST’s General 
Secretary via gensec@methodistschools.org.uk) is 
nurtured in many ways, including these considerations: 

All MIST Heads are expected to attend a termly meeting, 
when they join their colleagues from the other Methodist 
independent schools to share good practice for all aspects 
of educational provision and contribute to MIST business, 
and confer with the Chairs of Governors of the schools.

The Christian ethos is expressed throughout Shebbear 
College in the school’s concern with individual character 
and commitment, its programmes of religious, personal 
and social education and its public contribution through 
charity work. Pupils are encouraged to be honest, caring 
and conscientious. We encourage everyone to take part 
in charitable activities that help both the local and wider 
communities. The College shares in “Global to Local Action 
In Methodist Schools (G2L AIMS)”, a focus for development 
and citizenship education encouraged by MIST 
working in partnership with a number of other charities 
including: All We Can, Edukid and Action for Children.

The Head works closely with the school Chaplain to ensure 
the school’s spiritual life is nurtured and encouraged. There 
are special services in the school’s well appointed Chapel 
on several occasions throughout the year and each week 
every pupil attends a Chapel- based assembly and act 
of worship. The Head leads a whole school assembly 
every week and is expected to take a lead as appropriate 
in other services and special occasions as required. The 
Chaplain is connected to all the other Methodist school 
Chaplains and is supported by MIST’s Pastoral Visitor.

mailto:gensec%40methodistschools.org.uk?subject=
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Finance
Shebbear College achieves sound surpluses, despite 
below sector average fee levels and it has carefully 
ensured a good balance between cost control and prudent 
infrastructure investment. MIST sets targets for surplus 
(5% of total income) and EBITDA (10%). Although the 
College has found it difficult to achieve these targets it has 
nevertheless a sound track record of financial performance 
and it provides examples of good practice that other 
schools in the group can learn from. MIST consolidates 
the accounts for all its schools and the schools benefit 
from common banking arrangements and access through 
MIST to funding to support future development plans. The 
group as a whole has a turnover in excess of £100 million 
and is in the top 100 Charities by turnover in England.

Future plans for development include reorganising 
the school’s reception facilities and bringing the older 
parts of the school up to the standard set by recent 
new buildings. The new Head will be expected to bring 
their insight and vision to help inform these and other 
plans for the future. There are significant areas of land 
on the edge of the College campus that are owned by 
MIST and have been identified as additional sources 
of capital to help fund longer term development.

Shebbear College also raises revenue from third 
party lettings and other commercial activities; some 
of these are integrated with the College’s boarder 
recruitment activities including summer language 
camps and short term overseas student stays.
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Governors
The Governing Body is very committed to and involved 
in the life of the school. It currently comprises a core of 
very experienced long serving governors and a number 
of new appointments which ensures a diverse mix of 
skills and interests. Governance is delegated by MIST 
on terms outlined in the Governance Manual (this is 
available online at www.methodistschools.org.uk). The 
Governing Body reports annually to MIST through the 
Annual School Report (ASR) and its financial performance 
is monitored termly by MIST’s Finance Committee. 
Shebbear’s Board comprises a good mix of former 
pupils, former parents and people with no particular 
association with the school; they are drawn from the 
worlds of business, property, finance and education. The 
Bursar is Clerk to the Governors and the Board relies on 
the Head to provide timely, accurate and appropriate 
reports for their termly meetings and sub-committees.

The Governors have actively supported the school’s 
recent facility investments, oversee a prudent budget 
management process and actively encourage the Head 
to plan carefully for the future. For example, the Governing 
Body supported pioneering work to reduce (and future-
proof) the school’s energy costs and has also supported 
initiatives to promote pupil recruitment both locally and 
overseas; notable for local recruitment is the school’s offer 
of a free transport service that has played an important 
part in the College’s success in day pupil recruitment.

The Governors of Shebbear College are also the 
Trustees of St Petroc’s School in Bude. St Petroc’s is 
a small nursery and prep school, introduced to MIST 
by Shebbear College a few years ago. The St Petroc’s 
Committee is a sub-committee of the Shebbear 
College Governing Body and the Head of St Petroc’s 
is a member of the Shebbear College leadership 
team. The Chair of the St Petroc’s Committee is also 
currently a MIST Trustee (for a three year term).
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Job Description
The Head is expected to:

 ● Provide strong and effective leadership 
to the whole school community;

 ● Sustain and nurture the Christian ethos of the school 
working closely with the Chaplain accordingly;

 ● Maintain effective communication with the wider 
Methodist community, including Trust members, 
other group schools and the local District;

 ● Be a collegiate and collaborative team-
player capable when necessary of decisive 
management with an instinctive feel for the correct 
relationship between Head and Governors;

 ● Be a confident and impressive communicator who 
will command the interest and imagination of staff, 
pupils and parents; someone who will spearhead 
marketing and public relations in all their facets;

 ● Provide strategic educational direction and be a 
well-informed educationalist with the capacity 
to inspire great learning and outcomes; 

 ● Understand the special opportunities available in a 
boarding school to develop potential and character;

 ● Play a lead role in the promotion of the school 
and the recruitment and retention of pupils; a 
natural networker who can bring both institutions 
and key individuals into Shebbear’s camp;

 ● Ensure that staff have high expectations of students, 
both in their learning and behaviour, and creating 
an environment in which all students can fulfil their 
potential both inside and outside the classroom;

 ● Provide for the highest quality of teaching and 
learning, by appointing and promoting the best 
possible teaching staff, and maintaining staff 
performance and professional development 
through appraisal systems, ensuring these are 
continually monitored and geared to adding value;

 ● Ensure and maintain effective and positive 
communication with pupils, staff, parents, 
prospective parents, alumni, governors 
and the wider school community;

 ● Work closely with the Governors and Bursar regarding 
the school’s business and administrative life;

 ● Be a person of kindness and absolute integrity 
who will always put the needs of the pupils first.
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Responsibilities and Duties
Strategic Leadership and Reputation

 ● Give strategic direction, formulating the overall 
aims and objectives of the school, proposing 
policies for their implementation, and providing 
leadership to facilitate the changes that result;

 ● Understanding and delivering performance 
management and adherence to the budget to 
develop the school’s financial strength;

 ● Communicate Shebbear’s ethos with enthusiasm, 
promoting the school’s image, generating 
appropriate and dynamic leadership in all spheres 
of the school’s operations and spearheading the 
recruitment of pupils through actively visiting 
and developing links with feeder schools;

 ● Secure at all times the school’s good name and 
reputation, actively participating in the affairs 
of local educational and business networks;

 ● Report fully and frankly to the Board of 
Governors, and accepting regular appraisal 
and performance management review.
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Educational provision and quality

 ● Ensure the physical, social and moral welfare of 
all pupils and maintaining good discipline;

 ● Direct and manage the education, both 
curricular and extra-curricular, provided by the 
school; ensuring that the highest standards of 
teaching and learning are delivered through an 
active and constant performance review;

 ● Provide a high quality rounded education for all 
pupils focused on academic achievement - ensuring 
that all staff have high expectations of pupils, 
both in their learning and behaviour, and creating 
an environment in which all pupils can fulfil their 
potential both inside and outside the classroom;

 ● Establish and manage the curriculum so that it is 
aligned with the best and developing educational 
practice, and to ensure its effective delivery 
by the teaching staff whilst maintaining and 
developing the school’s extended curriculum 
and extra- curricular programme; 

 ● Insist on the highest quality of teaching and 
learning, ensuring that these are continually 
monitored and geared to adding value;

 ● Lead, encourage and support innovation 
in teaching and learning with a particular 
focus on the effective use of ICT;

 ● Ensuring that the school is effectively 
prepared for inspections;

 ● Instilling purpose and discipline among 
pupils constructively and fairly.

Boarding and Pastoral Care

 ● To drive forward the improvement of the boarding 
environment in line with the expectations of modern 
parents and the aspirations of today’s boarders;

 ● To manage sensitively the pastoral development of 
pupils and the pastoral oversight of staff and to be a 
good listener to the concerns and problems of both;

 ● To oversee and advise upon the Pastoral 
Care structures within the school.
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Sports and Extra-Curricular Activities 
Provision and Quality

 ● The Head will be responsible for maintaining 
the broad range of extra- curricular activities 
at the school covering sport, music, performing 
arts and the range of outdoor pursuits and 
Duke of Edinburgh Award schemes.

Management

 ● Work in close partnership with the Bursar in all areas of 
the school’s financial, business and administrative life;

 ● Developing the management structure of the school 
so that vision and strategy are shared, development 
is planned, targets are set and results are evaluated;

 ● Appoint, support and nurture the Senior 
Management Team (SMT), regarding them as a 
prime resource for Shebbear’s future development;

 ● Appoint and promote the best possible staff, in 
conjunction with legal requirements and Council’s 
procedures and guidelines; deploying staff, maintaining 
staff performance and professional development 
through carefully designed and applied systems of 
training and appraisal; 

 ● Arrange appropriate programmes of staff induction 
and procedures for Newly Qualified Teachers;

 ● Maintain at all times, without fear or favour, staff 
discipline and professional standards, ensuring 
compliance with all legal requirements and regulations.

Communication

 ● Manage at all times effective and positive 
communication with pupils, staff, parents, prospective 
parents, Board of Governors and the wider community;

 ● Ensure that the appearance of the school is always 
welcoming and that pupils’ and parents’ needs 
and concerns are always given high priority;

 ● Market the school actively to potential 
parents to maximize  pupil numbers both 
within the UK and internationally;

 ● Cultivate excellent PR to celebrate the school’s 
achievements, extend the range of its publicity, develop 
relationships with other schools and achieve the best 
possible partnership with the wider community;

 ● Deal effectively and positively with any 
complaints with the overall aims of quality 
assurance and parental satisfaction.
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Person Specification
The Governors of Shebbear College and MIST are 
seeking to appoint a Head with vision, creativity 
and energy, with a personal commitment to the 
Christian faith and in full sympathy with the purpose 
and teaching of the Methodist Church. The person 
appointed will be expected to lead, manage, develop 
and communicate to its various constituents, all aspects 
of the school’s life efficiently and effectively, in ways 
that will ensure the school’s continuing success.

In particular the successful candidate 
should have the following:

 ● Be able to facilitate the development, articulation, 
implementation, and stewardship of a vision of learning 
that is shared and supported by the school community;

 ● High quality and proven experience of 
school leadership and management;

 ● The ability to advocate, nurture, and 
sustain a curriculum which provides for 
imagination and intellectual fulfilment;

 ● Be able to build a team of teachers, and 
develop a strong and effective leadership 
team, committed to the highest standards and 
continuing professional development;

 ● Engage in all aspects of the school’s marketing 
and promotion and spearheading;

 ● A natural acumen for financial, business 
and commercial aspects;

 ● Act with integrity, fairness, and in an ethical manner.
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Experience and Education
The successful candidate should be someone who:

 ● Aims at excellence in all walks of school life 
with determination to reinforce Shebbear’s 
standing as a national institution;

 ● Has high quality and proven experience of 
school leadership  and management;

 ● Has proven experience of successful strategic and 
financial responsibility, with an understanding of the 
continuity of ethos across the whole school (3 to 18);

 ● Has experience of working with Designated 
Safeguarding Leads in school, understanding their roles 
and appropriate protocols for staff training and staff 
appointment in respect of the safeguarding agenda;

 ● Has a good honours graduate qualification / 
further degrees, and qualified teacher status;

 ● Experience of a boarding school environment 
is desirable, although not essential;

 ● As well as being a senior educationalist will also 
possess commercial acumen and understanding 
of the need for positive communication and 
relations with the total community;

 ● Commitment to the spiritual development of students.
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Key Employment Terms and Conditions
The Governors and theTrust wish to attract and retain 
the very best candidate. In addition to a salary that will 
reflect the importance of the post, benefits include:

 ● The Head’s House, which is a modern 4 bed detached 
house on the edge of the College campus;

 ● Private Health Insurance, including for 
spouse and dependent children;

 ● Discount on school fees for the Head’s 
children if attending Shebbear College;

 ● Membership of the Teachers’ Pension Scheme.

The appointment of the successful candidate will 
be provisional subject to the satisfactory completion 
of all pre-employment checks required in schools. 
This will include an assessment of medical fitness to 
undertake the role prior to appointment. During the 
period of employment, the successful candidate will 
have the opportunity of an annual medical review. 

The contract of employment will be between the 
Head and the Governors of Shebbear College. 
The contract will also set out the role and 
responsibilities of the Head in relation to MIST. 

Shebbear College is committed to safeguarding and 
promoting the welfare of children. This post is subject to an 
enhanced DBS check or International Child Protection Check.

Further information about the school is available on 
the school’s website www.shebbearcollege.co.uk 

http://www.shebbearcollege.co.uk 
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HOW TO APPLY
Closing date: Monday 28th January, 2019, 10:00 GMT

Long List Interviews will take place at:  
Shebbear College on 8th and 9th February 2019

Final Interviews will take place at:  
Shebbear College on 15th, and 16th February 2019

Candidates wishing to apply should:

 ● Visit the AMC website, clicking on the link ‘Apply Now 
(for current vacancies)’ and complete the online form. 

 ● Candidates wishing to apply are required to 
complete the Shebbear College application 
form, along with a covering letter, addressed 
to the Chair of Governors, Mr M Saltmarsh.

 ● Upload a CV to complete the application process.

 ● If you encounter difficulty with the online 
procedure, please contact: nikki@anthonymillard.
co.uk or telephone +44(0)203 4275414. 

 ● For an informal discussion about the post please 
contact Hugo Besterman on +44 (0) 7981 827607  
or email hugo@anthonymillard.co.uk or  
Anthony Millard anthony@anthonymillard.co.uk.

 ● Applications will be acknowledged and then 
evaluated against the selection criteria.

 ● The application should contain the names, 
addresses, email addresses and telephone 
numbers of three referees to include your 
current and past direct line manager.

 ● Full references will be required for the short list 
interviews but will only be taken when AMC has 
received specific consent from candidates to do so.

 ● Short listed candidates will be required to 
bring original documentation, proof of identity 
and certificates with them to interview.

Anthony Millard Consulting
Anthony Millard Consulting was established in the 
summer of 2004 to provide the British education 
sector, both in the UK and internationally, with first 
class strategic and recruitment consultancy.

In addition to managing the search and selection of 
Principals, Heads, Bursars, Marketing and Development 
Directors, advice is provided on governance, 
management structures, appraisal, development 
planning, marketing / PR and fundraising.

Our clients range from top international and 
independent schools to state comprehensive 
schools, to public and private companies involved 
in education. These clients are located globally and 
a list of them can be found on AMC’s website.

Further information is available at  
www.anthonymillard.co.uk

We have a sister company, AMC Teacher, which 
provides outstanding teachers to the world’s 
top schools - www.amcteacher.co.uk
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